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Abstract—This article introduces a preliminary version of a
computational framework for the solution of Winograd Schemas,
a recently proposed alternative to the Turing test. These are
pairs of sentences that differ in only one or two words and
that contain an ambiguity that is resolved in opposite ways
in the two sentences. Since Winograd schemas are constructed
in such a way to be opaque to simple anaphora resolution
techniques, Winograd Schema resolution requires the use of a
large amount of world knowledge and reasoning for its resolution.
The framework developed here translates each schema in First
Order Logic relations through the use of Natural Language
Processing tools and task-related assumptions. Then, it constructs
a context of commonsense concepts and relations by querying
the ConceptNet semantic network, stored in a graph database
to simplify the querying process. The context is then expressed
in First Order Logic, and finally one of the two candidates is
selected by performing reasoning through an Automatic Theorem
Prover which applies deduction over the expressions constructed
earlier. We test our framework on a reduced subset of the
Definite Pronoun Resolution Dataset, a dataset akin to the
Winograd schemas one, and analyse the obtained results paying
particular attention to the components for which there is room
for improvement.
Keywords—Winograd Schemas, Coreference Resolution, First
Order Logic, Logic, Knowledge Bases, Semantic Networks, Graph
Databases, Reasoning, Automatic Theorem Proving.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

A Winograd Schema (WS) [1] consists of a pair of sentences that differ in only one or two words and that contains
an ambiguity which is resolved in opposite ways in the two
sentences.1 WSs take their name from a well-known example
by Terry Winograd [2]:
The city councilmen refused the demonstrators a permit because they [feared/advocated] violence. Who
[feared/advocated] violence?
Answers: The city councilmen/the demonstrators.
If the word is “feared”, then “they” presumably refers to
the city council; if it is “advocated” then “they” presumably
refers to the demonstrators.
The formal description of a WS consists of three parts:
1)

A brief discourse containing the following:
• Two noun phrases of the same semantic class

1 A Collection of WSs - http://www.cs.nyu.edu/davise/papers/WS.html. Accessed 04 June 2015.

•
•

2)
3)

(male, female, inanimate, or group of objects/people) – the candidates,
An ambiguous pronoun that may refer to
either of the above noun phrases, and
A special word and alternate word, such that if
the special word is replaced with the alternate
word, the natural resolution of the pronoun
changes.

A question asking the referent of the ambiguous
pronoun, and
Two answer choices corresponding to the noun
phrases in question.

A machine will be given the problem in a standardised form
which includes the answer choices, thus making it a binary
decision problem.
On the surface, WS questions simply require anaphora
resolution [3]: the machine must identify the antecedent of
an ambiguous pronoun in a statement. However, Levesque
argues that the task requires the use of world knowledge and
reasoning for its resolution [4]. Therefore, WS resolution has
been recently proposed as a modern alternative to the Turing
test [1]. Levesque suggests [1] that WSs should be:
•

Easily disambiguated by the human reader (ideally, so
easily that the reader does not even notice that there
is an ambiguity);

•

Not solvable by simple techniques such as selectional
restrictions;

•

Google-proof, that is, there is no obvious statistical
test over text corpora that will reliably disambiguate
these correctly.

Another example of WS is:
The man couldn’t lift his son because he was so
[weak/heavy]. Who was [weak/heavy]?
Answers: The man/the son.
To answer this, a computer would have to know that weight
has a positive correlation with age, that, in general, heavier
people are stronger than lighter ones, that lifting requires
sufficient strength to overcome the weight of an object, that
weakness is a property of a person that can reduce the default
strength, and that light children can be lifted, but probably not
heavy ones.

At a more abstract level, each WS provides a certain
amount of specific knowledge by expressing some statement of
facts along with a query about the expressed facts. To answer
the query, on the one hand, it is necessary to relate and link the
provided knowledge with some relevant context not included
in the expressed facts. On the other hand, it is necessary to
perform some reasoning on the knowledge expressed as the
union of the specified facts and the relevant context.
The aim of this paper is to design a computational
framework for WS resolution. This framework translates each
schema in First Order Logic (FOL) [5] relations, constructs a
suitable context by searching external sources of information,
expresses the context in FOL, and selects one of the two candidates by performing reasoning over the logical expressions
constructed earlier. To show the feasibility of this approach, we
present a preliminary version of this framework that is able
to solve a small set of examples from the Definite Pronoun
Resolution2 (DPR) dataset [6].
This research was carried out as part of the ESSENCE
Marie Curie Initial Training Network3 , an European project
dealing with the Evolution of Shared SEmaNtics in Computational Environments (hence the acronym). For this reason, we
aim at a certain degree of flexibility of the framework, to allow
us to easily extend it to tackle other semantic-related tasks.
The structure of this article is as follows. Sec. II reviews
the existing proposals dealing with WSs. Sec. III introduces
the overall structure of the presented framework while Sec.
IV describes the translation of schemas from natural language
into FOL. Sec. V is devoted to the description of the employed
Knowledge Bases (KBs) along with the process of creating a
context of relations to connect the information expressed in
schemas to commonsense knowledge. Sec. VI describes the
translation of the information within the context into FOL
and the reasoning process. Sec. VII deals with testing our
proposal and the analysis of the obtained results. Finally, Sec.
VIII delineates the future work necessary to complete our
framework and Sec. IX summarises our conclusions on the
work carried out so far.
II.

Wikipedia [18], [19], YAGO [20]–[22], and Freebase [17].
However, the resulting extractions are primarily IS-A relations
(e.g., Barack Obama IS-A U.S. president), which would not be
useful [6] for resolving definite pronouns.
Differently, a recent statistical approach [6] encodes world
knowledge as feature vectors used by a ranker trained with
Joachims’ SVMlight package [23]. The features are calculated on the basis of Narrative Chains [24], Google queries,
FrameNet [25], Heuristic and Machine-Learned Polarities,
Connective-based relations, Semantic Compatibility, and Lexical Features [6]. This approach largely outperformed (+18%)
other state-of-the-art approaches on the DPR dataset with an
overall accuracy of 73.05%.
A inference-based approach, radically different from the
previous one, was used in [26]. The authors extended Hobbs’
weighted abduction [27], an abductive reasoning [28] technique that ranks candidate hypotheses explaining observations
according to plausibility, to accommodate unification weights
and to show how to learn these weights by applying Machine
Learning (ML) [29] techniques. By doing so, they aimed at
addressing the overmerging problem [30], that is, establishing
wrong coreference links among entities. The Knowledge Bases
(KBs) [31] used for inference were WordNet [32], FrameNet
[33], and Narrative Chains [24]. However, the precision of their
approach, enriched with Stanford NLP (SNLP) [17] output,
resulted to be lower than that of SNLP alone on the employed
datasets. This happened because adding world knowledge
resulted in new coreference links, while the overmerging
problem was not completely solved [34].
Finally, in [35] the authors presented a method for automatically acquiring instances of sentences that are similar to WSs
but easier to disambiguate. By using the Stanford Dependency
Parser (SDP) [36] to analyse the structure of a specific WS
sentence, they generated a concise Google search query that
captures its essential structure and then finds the alignments of
the source sentence and its retrieved instances. The obtained
results, however, were inferior to those achieved in [6], even
if in [35] the method was tested on a reduced version of the
same DPR dataset.

R ELATED WORK

In linguistics, coreference [7] occurs when two or more
linguistic expressions refer to the same entity, that is, they
have the same referent, e.g., Mark said he was hungry; the
proper noun Mark and the pronoun he refer to the same person,
namely to Mark.
To derive the correct interpretation of a discourse, in
computational linguistics [8] pronouns and other referring
expressions must be connected to the right individuals in the
domain of discourse. Algorithms intended to resolve coreferences commonly look first for the nearest preceding individual
that is compatible with the referring expression. For example,
he might make reference to a preceding expression such as the
man or Mark, but not to Sarah.
Previous approaches [9]–[17], however, cannot be employed to successfully resolve coreference problems as complex as those found in WSs, as shown in [6]. Other approaches
extract world knowledge from online encyclopaedias such as
2 http://www.hlt.utdallas.edu/∼vince/data/emnlp12/. Accessed
3 https://www.essence-network.com. Accessed 04 June 2015.

04 June 2015.

III.

A C OMPUTATIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR W INOGRAD
S CHEMA RESOLUTION

In our framework, we divide the WS resolution task in
three sub-tasks.
1)

2)

The sentences in the schema at hand are analysed
through standard Natural Language Processing (NLP)
[37], [38] techniques to obtain their structures. Then,
the components of these structures are translated into
FOL expressions.
A context of commonsense knowledge relevant to the
schema at hand is constructed by querying external
KBs. We retrieve a subset of our KBs composed of
concepts and relations among them. These concepts
are connected to the concepts referred by the symbols
of the predicates in the FOL expressions calculated
at the previous step. The information contained in the
context is translated into FOL. Optionally, the devised
context is filtered using ML techniques to ensure that
only the most relevant information is added to the set
of FOL relations.

3)

The combination of the FOL relations derived from
the schema and the context constitute the input of a
deductive reasoner, such as an Automatic Theorem
Prover (ATP) [39]. For each of the two twin sentences, the ATP is run successfully if it is able to
prove that one of the two candidate noun phrases is
true while, at the same time, the other is false.

While the first sub-task is carried out only once, the two last
ones can be repeated multiple times if the output of the third
sub-task is not correct. In this case, the output of a specialised
software that searches for counterexamples can optionally be
added to the input of sub-task two. This software is usually
contained within ATP software packages.
The following sections deal with each of the three subtasks.
IV.

F ROM NATURAL L ANGUAGE TO F IRST O RDER L OGIC

The first sub-task we carry out is a two-step process that
translates a WS schema into a FOL form. While we are
aware that FOL cannot fully express the structural variability
contained in natural language, we consider it a good compromise between expressiveness and computability. First, we
analyse the sentences using the Stanford CoreNLP Toolkit
[40]. This is a comprehensive suite that takes one or more
sentences as input and performs a wide range of NLP tasks,
including, but not limited to, part-of-speech (POS) tagging,
Named Entity Recognition (NER), and Dependency Parsing
(DP). Subsequently, we automatically translate the schema
into FOL using the SNLP output and WS-related information.
These two steps are explained in the next two sub-sections.
A. Natural Language Processing
To translate a schema into FOL, we first need to gather
as much structured information as possible from the sentences
through performing POS tagging, Stemming, and DP analysis
on them. Let us take as an example one of the two twin
sentences of the first schema in the DPR dataset, shown in
Fig. 1. The POS tagging and Stemming, the dependencies, and
the parse tree (obtained using a Context-Free Grammar) of this
schema are shown in Tables I, II, and Fig. 2, respectively. An
introduction to the POS tags is given in the Penn Treebank [41]
while a description of the dependency roles used by SNLP can
be found in the Stanford Dependencies manual [42].
Sentence: The bee landed on the flower because it
had pollen.
Pronoun: it
Candidates: The bee/the flower
Correct candidate: the flower

Fig. 1: One of the two twin sentences of a schema.

B. Representation in First Order Logic
We translate sentences in FOL by analysing SNLP DP
output along with the WS structure. We first identify the two
candidates. For each of them, we create constants, e.g., C1
and C2 . Then, for each of them, we create a predicate whose
symbol is the stemmed version of the word identifying the

Word
The
bee
landed
on
the
flower
because
it
had
pollen
.

POS
DT
NN
VBD
IN
DT
NN
IN
PRP
VBD
NN
.

Stemmed Word
the
bee
land
on
the
flower
because
it
have
pollen
.

TABLE I: POS tagging and Stemming of the WS in Fig. 1.
Role
root
det
nsubj
det
prep_on
mark
nsubj
advcl
dobj

Word
landed
The
bee
the
flower
because
it
had
pollen

Depends On
ROOT
bee
landed
flower
landed
had
had
landed
had

TABLE II: DP of the WS in Fig. 1.

candidate (we ignore tenses to simplify the reasoning). In the
example of Fig. 1, we would have the expressions bee(B)
and flower(F). In FOL the symbols standing for predicates
do not have intrinsic meaning but they will be linked to
relations in the KB (see Sec. V). Since we know from the
WS resolution task that the two candidates are distinct entities,
we also know that a candidate predicate does not apply to the
other’s constant. Therefore, we add to our list of assumptions
two appropriate negated formulas, in this example, -bee(F)
and -flower(B). For the same reason, we add an expression
representing that either the target pronoun is equal to the first
candidate and not to the second, or the other way around. In
this example,
(IT = B & IT != F) | (IT = F & IT != B).
Then, we scan the list of dependencies provided by the
DP. Each noun in the list is represented in the same way we
did for the two candidates, including the negated formulas. All
these predicates are unary. The pronoun is represented by just
a constant; we do not instantiate a predicate for it.
Each verb is represented using a predicate whose arguments
are the constants defined for the relevant nouns. The order of
the arguments in the FOL expression is subject, direct object
(if any), and other complements (if any). The symbol of the
predicate is the stemmed version of the verb with the exception
of copulas, for which we use the subject complement (e.g.,
hungry(wolf) for the proposition “The wolf is hungry”).
The arguments of verb predicates are the constants corresponding to each noun in the sentence and/or the pronoun. In this
example, the proposition “it had pollen” is represented by
the expression have(IT, P). For each expression in which
the target pronoun is included, we similarly add a disjunctive

ROOT

bee(B)

S
VP

NP
DT

NN

-bee(F)

.

PP

VBD

The bee landed IN

SBAR
NP

on DT

the flower

because

-flower(P)

PRP VBD

NP

had

NN

it

pollen

Fig. 2: The parse tree of the WS in Fig. 1 obtained with a
Context-Free Grammar.

expression in which the constant of the target pronoun is
substituted by one of the candidates. In the example at hand,
this would be the expression
(have(B, P) & -have(F, P)) | (have(F, P) & -have(B, P)).

The next step is to deal with relations among clauses in
the sentence.4 Then, we add an expression causally relating
the two propositions. In the example at hand, that would be
have(IT, P) -> land(B, F). The final list of expressions derived from the sentence and the schema structure is
shown in Fig. 3.
Since many WS sentences include proper names of people,
many of which are not included in KBs, for each word
recognised by SNLP as a proper name (NNP tag), we check
it against a list of English names. If we are able to find
the corresponding name in the list, we add the predicate
person(C) to our assumption list, where C is the constant
associated to that word (e.g., Robert(R), person(R)).
In the case of nominal constructions, such as “bus driver”,
we recognise them as a single entity and, therefore, we construct a single predicate out of them, such as bus_driver.
However, we keep track of the individual components (e.g.,
“bus” and “driver”). In particular, we add an expression where
the predicate of the root component (e.g., “driver”) has the
same arguments of the nominal construction predicate. For
instance, for the proposition “The bus driver”, we would have
bus_driver(B) and driver(B).
Finally, we define two goal expressions. In one of these, the
target pronoun is set equal to one of the two candidates, in the
other one, the target pronoun is equal to the other candidate.
The ATP will have to prove one of these expressions true,
while at the same time, prove the other one false. In the
example examined so far, they are IT = B and IT = F, that
in our example from Fig. 1 should evaluate as false and true,
respectively.
V.

( IT = B & IT != F ) | ( IT = F & IT != B )
-bee(P)

VP

NP

-flower(B)
pollen(P)

S

IN
NN

.

flower(F)

K NOWLEDGE BASES

To construct an interpretation of the FOL symbols obtained
in the steps described above, we draw upon information
from external sources. A wide range of KBs are used in the
4 In this preliminary version we only consider causal relations, of which we
identify antecedent and consequent.

land(B, F)
have(IT, P)
( have(B, P) & -have(F, P) ) | (have(F, P) & -have(B, P) )
have(IT, P) -> land(B, F)

Fig. 3: The list of expressions derived from the sentence and
the schema structure.

literature. While we plan to use several of them in the future,
in this preliminary version of our framework, we only use
ConceptNet 55 (CN) [43].
CN is a multilingual KB representing words and phrases
used by humans, and commonsense relationships between
them. The knowledge in CN is collected from a variety of
sources, including crowd-sourced KBs (such as Wiktionary and
Open Mind Common Sense), games with a purpose (such as
Verbosity and nadya.jp), and expert-created resources (such as
WordNet and JMDict).
CN has a graph-based structure, as it is a network of
labelled nodes and edges plus additional supporting information about these nodes and edges. The nodes, or concepts,
are words, word senses, and short phrases, in a number of
different languages.6 The edges are pieces of common-sense
knowledge that connect these concepts to each other with
a particular relation. Each edge comes from one or more
knowledge sources. The source also assigns a weight to the
edge, indicating how important and informative that edge
should be, and possibly a surface text showing how this fact of
common-sense knowledge was originally expressed in natural
language.
CN has several types of relations that were chosen to
capture common, informative patterns from the different data
sources. All these relations can be prefixed with Not to express
a negative relation. Table III lists the most common relations
in CN. CN has been used in several semantic-related works,
such us, for instance [44]–[46].
To ease the generation of a context through CN, we
loaded this KB into an instance of Neo4j [47], a flexible,
fast, and scalable graph database [48]. The use of a graph
database allows us to construct the context by using a wide
range of techniques, from the simple approach of calculating
the shortest path between two concepts, to more advanced
strategies such as Spreading Activation [49], a method for
searching associative networks, neural networks, or semantic
networks.

5 http://conceptnet5.media.mit.edu/.
6 In

Accessed 04 June 2015.
our case, however, we only use concepts and relations in English.

Relation

Description and Examples

There is some positive relationship between A and B, but it
is undetermined.
IsA
A is a subtype or a specific instance of B; every A is a B.
IsA car vehicle
PartOf
A is a part of B. PartOf gearshift car
MemberOf
A is a member of B; B is a group that includes A.
HasA
B belongs to A. HasA is often the reverse of PartOf. HasA
bird wing
UsedFor
A is used for B; the purpose of A is B. UsedFor bridge
cross_water
CapableOf
Something that A can typically do is B. CapableOf
knife cut
AtLocation
A is a typical location for B. AtLocation butter
refrigerator
Causes
A and B are events, and it is typical for A to cause B.
HasSubevent
A and B are events, and B happens as a subevent of A.
HasFirstSubevent A is an event that begins with subevent B.
HasLastSubevent A is an event that concludes with subevent B.
HasPrerequisite B is a dependency of A. HasPrerequisite drive
get_in_car
HasProperty
A has B as a property. HasProperty ice solid
MotivatedByGoal A is a step toward accomplishing the goal B.
ObstructedBy
B is an obstacle in the way of A.
Desires
A is a conscious entity that typically wants B. Desires
person love
CreatedBy
B is a process that creates A. CreatedBy cake bake
Synonym
A and B have very similar meanings.
Antonym
A and B are opposites in some relevant way. Antonym
black white
DerivedFrom
A is a word or phrase that appears within B and contributes
to B’s meaning. DerivedFrom pocketbook book
DefinedAs
B is a more explanatory version of A.
RelatedTo

TABLE III: Some common CN relations.

A. Context Generation
To generate an appropriate context for the schema at hand,
we start by selecting a set of Base Terms (BTs) derived from
the FOL representation of the WS. The set of BTs consists
of the concepts in CN corresponding to the symbols of all
the predicates generated as described in Sec. IV-B. We also
include all the components of nominal constructions (e.g., bus
and driver along with bus_driver). In addition, for each
predicate derived by verbs, we also add to the BTs the symbol
with the added suffix /v, which in CN represents a concept
that is a verb. Since CN is unfortunately affected by noise,7
we also keep the standard BT version, as many meaningful
relations concerning verbs concept are still included in the
base concept. For the example in Fig. 1, the generated BTs
correspond to the set (pollen, bee, flower, have,
have/v, land, land/v).
In this preliminary version of our framework, we generate
the context by calculating all the shortest paths within CN up
to a length lp between all the pairs of concepts in the BTs
set. By doing so, the generated context is made up of the
BTs along with all the nodes and relations connecting them.
Finally, we also retrieve all the relations between all the pairs
of concepts within the concepts retrieved at the previous step.
The final context is defined as the subgraph composed by all
the nodes, each of which stands for a different concept, and
relations retrieved so far. Fig. 4 shows the context subgraph
calculated for the schema of Fig. 1 with lp = 1.

Fig. 4: The context generated for the WS in Fig. 1 with lp = 1.
Concept and relation prefixes come from the CN namespace.

VI.

R EASONING

In the previous section, we generated a graph-structured
context starting from the FOL representation of the WS
at hand. Now, we translate this KB information to a FOL
representation. To do so, we iterate the list of relations in the
context subgraph and translate them into FOL, one by one. The
expressions obtained are then added to the list of assumptions
of the ATP.
Among the relation types in Table III, we only translate six in this preliminary version of our framework: IsA,
HasA, Desires, MotivatedByGoal, CapableOf, and
HasProperty. In general, different FOL representations are
used for different types of relations. Table IV show the FOL
formalisation of the six considered relation types.
A key point is that we have to take into account the arities
of the predicates we translate into FOL. With this aim, we
keep track of this property and translate predicates accordingly.
Arities are kept fixed on a per-schema basis, avoiding unnecessary global constraints. Regardless of the number of arguments
of a predicate, the first argument will always be the subject
while the second corresponds to the object. For instance, the
predicate eat for the relation type MotivatedByGoal in
Table IV has two arguments, the subject and the object. This is
so because in this example, coming from a WS in our dataset,
the verb “to eat” is instantiated in transitive form.8
In four cases (IsA, MotivatedByGoal, CapableOf,
and HasProperty) the subject arguments of the two predicates are the same. In the remaining two (HasA, Desires),
they are different because the two concepts refer to two
different entities. In some cases, an argument of a predicate
might be an activity, like in the relation Desires animal
eat. This would be translated to
all x (animal(x) -> want(x, eat(x,y))).
However, this is not possible in FOL, which does not
allow quantification over functions. In such cases, we ignore
the outer predicate and use the inner one as the consequent
of the expression. Therefore, the previous example would be
translated to
all x (animal(x) -> eat(x,y)).

7 CN is affected by noise because some of its relations are created by
automatic, NLP-based tools, which fail in some cases.

8 The verb “to eat” is actually an ambitransitive verb, i.e., it ca be used in
an intransitive and transitive way.

all x all y (flower(x) & pollen(y) -> have(x, y))
all x all y (bee(x) & flower(y) -> want(x, y))

Fig. 5: The FOL form of the relations extracted from the
context of Fig. 4.

Considering the example WS of Fig. 1 and the context
shown in Fig. 4, the FOL forms that we extract from the
context are shown in Fig. 5.
A. Reasoner
Prover9 [50] is the reasoner that we use to solve schemas.
Prover9 is an ATP for first order and equational logic, and
Mace4 is a specialised software that searches for finite models
and counterexamples.
The primary mode of inference used by Prover9 is resolution [51]. It repeatedly makes resolution inferences with the
aim of detecting inconsistencies by deriving a contradiction.
First it negates the formula given as a goal. It then translates
all formulae into clausal form, that is, a form composed of a
conjunction of clauses, where a clause is a disjunction of literals. Then it computes inferences. If it detects an inconsistency,
it will stop and output a proof consisting of the sequence of
resolution rules that generated the inconsistency.
In case we fail to prove one of the two target expressions,
we can run Mace4 to get counterexamples. This information
could be used to guide the search of new relations or to change
the FOL translation of already gathered ones. Considering the
schema of Fig. 1, if we do not add the expressions of Fig. 5,
Prover9 cannot prove the target formula IT = F as true. In
this case, the output of Mace4 would be the one shown in Fig.
6.
VII.

R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS

Since we only present a preliminary version of our framework, we do not carry out an extensive experimentation in
this paper. However, we show the results obtained over a few
examples and we comment on the promising results while
indicating where there is room for improvement.
Table V shows the 14 experiments we conducted over six
schemas with lp ∈ [1, 2], along with the number of relations in
the context (nr ), the number of those added to the assumptions
list (na ), and the obtained results. The schemas are part of the
training set of the DPR dataset [6]. For these experiments, we
pollen set([(’c’,)])
flower set([(’b’,)])
F b
IT a
bee set([(’a’,)])
P c
B a
have set([(’a’, ’c’)])
land set([(’a’, ’b’)])

Fig. 6: The Mace4 output given the expressions of Fig. 3 for
the target expression IT = F.

considered each twin sentence of a WS as a separate problem.
This makes the task harder because while analysing a sentence
we do not take advantage of the outcome of the reasoning over
the other one. In fact, if we were able to solve one of the two
sentences, we would automatically solve the other one as well
by simply selecting the other candidate.
In experiments 1 and 2 we addressed schema 0, the one
from Fig. 1. We were able to solve it successfully with
lp ∈ [1, 2]. Meanwhile, experiments 3 and 4 over schema 2
failed. While relations Desires bee flower and HasA
flower pollen are in CN, we would need an expression
such as
all x all y all z (have(x,y) & want(z,x) -> want(z,y))

to infer that since a bee wants a flower, it also wants the pollen
contained in it. Unfortunately this ternary relation cannot be
expressed in CN and we would need to add other KBs to our
framework, such as FrameNet, to address this problem. Experiments 5 and 6 over schema 3 also failed, but for a different
reason. In this case, in CN we found the relation RelatedTo
wet splash with its surface text being [[wet]] is
related to [[splashed]]. However, currently we do
not deal with this kind of general relations in our framework. It
is worth noting that we could infer the passive role of the one
being splashed by applying NLP on this text so that we would
be able to infer that those who were splashed stand as the
direct object of the predicate splash and not, for instance,
the subject.
Experiments 7 and 8 on schema 17 were successful as we
correctly identified that it was the bird that sang, through the
relation CapableOf bird sing. Interestingly, while experiment 9 was successful over schema 210 with lp = 1, experiment 10 with lp = 2 failed. In the former case, we solved the
WS through adding the relation MotivatedByGoal eat
hungry. On the other hand, with lp = 2 we also added relations Desires animal eat, IsA wolf animal, and
IsA cow animal which make the ATP prove both target
expressions true. This suggests that we should add a filtering
mechanism to our framework, as delineated in Sec. VIII.
Experiments 11 and 12 failed on schema 211. In
these cases, we found the relations HasProperty beef
delicious, and RelatedTo beef cow. However, currently we do not deal with the latter type of relation (see
Sec. VIII).
Experiments 13 and 14 over schema 150 show how setting
lp > 1 is of key importance in some cases. While experiment 13 failed with lp = 1, experiment 14 was successful
with lp = 2 as the system correctly added the relations IsA
student person and HasProperty person lazy.
Finally, Table VI shows the values of nr and na for
lp ∈ [1, 5] for schema 211. We noted how the context size and
the number of translated expressions increase quickly with lp .
This confirms the need for filtering relations and suggests that
we might need more sophisticated strategies for generating the
context, such as Spreading Activation.
All in all, the shown results are promising as we showed
how it is possible to solve some simple WSs with our framework. In the next section, we cover the modifications we should
implement to improve the accuracy of our method.

Relation

FOL Form

Examples

IsA
MotivatedByGoal
CapableOf
HasProperty
HasA
Desires

all
all
all
all
all
all

all
all
all
all
all
all

x
x
x
x
x
x

(conceptA(x) -> conceptB(x))
(conceptA(x) -> conceptB(x))
(conceptA(x) -> conceptB(x))
(conceptA(x) -> conceptB(x))
all y (conceptA(x) & conceptB(y) -> have(x, y))
all y (conceptA(x) & conceptB(y) -> want(x, y))

x
x
x
x
x
x

(cow(x) -> animal(x))
(eat(x, y) -> hungry(x))
(animal(x) -> drink(x))
(person(x) -> lazy(x))
all y (bus(x) & window(y) -> have(x, y))
all y (dog(x) & food(y) -> want(x, y))

TABLE IV: FOL translations and examples of six common CN relations.

E

ID

Sentence

P

Candidates

lp

nr

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

0
0
1
1
3
3
17
17
210
210
211
211
150
150

The bee landed on the flower because it had pollen.
The bee landed on the flower because it had pollen.
The bee landed on the flower because it wanted pollen.
The bee landed on the flower because it wanted pollen.
When Debbie splashed Tina, she got wet.
When Debbie splashed Tina, she got wet.
The bird perched on the limb and it sang.
The bird perched on the limb and it sang.
The wolves ate the cows because they were hungry.
The wolves ate the cows because they were hungry.
The wolves ate the cows because they were delicious.
The wolves ate the cows because they were delicious.
Students hate exams because they are lazy.
Students hate exams because they are lazy.

it
it
it
it
she
she
it
it
they
they
they
they
they
they

The bee/the flower
The bee/the flower
The bee/the flower
The bee/the flower
Debbie/Tina
Debbie/Tina
The bird/the limb
The bird/the limb
The wolves/the cows
The wolves/the cows
The wolves/the cows
The wolves/the cows
Students/exams
Students/exams

1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

14
694
11
364
6
200
9
134
7
105
5
117
2
57

na
2
36
2
21
0
30
2
10
1
17
0
18
1
19

Result









TABLE V: Results on 14 experiments over a small set of schemas. E is the experiment number, ID refers to the DPR dataset.
P represents the target pronoun and the correct candidate is highlighted in boldface. lp is the maximum length of paths among
BTs. nr is the number of relations in the returned context, na is the number of relations added to the assumptions list. A  sign
indicates that the experiment was successful.
lp

nr

1
2
3
4
5

5
117
512
1139
1389

na
0
18
95
212
267

Another alternative would be the use of the Enju9 parser
[55], based on Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar [56].
It performs well in capturing long-distance and unbounded
dependencies in language while being able to output both
phrase structures and predicate-argument structures.

TABLE VI: Values of nr and na for lp ∈ [1, 5] for WS 211.
B. Knowledge Bases

VIII.

F UTURE W ORK

In this section we give an overview of the improvements
and extensions that we plan to introduce to each of the
components of our framework separately.

A. From Natural Language to First Order Logic
The translation from natural language into FOL is a very
critical sub-task which all subsequent ones depend on. Currently, we are not able to correctly express all the schemas
in the DPR dataset. In fact, some schemas, especially longer
ones, use complex syntactical constructions and subordination
dependencies that we cannot yet deal with. Therefore, we
plan to complete the implementation of our framework to
accommodate, at least in principle, the translation of the
remaining cases.
As an alternative to our translation mechanism, we could
rely on the English semantic parser Boxer [52], used in
[26]. Boxer is a software component for semantic analysis
of text, based on Combinatory Categorial Grammar [53] and
Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) [54]. Boxer output
can be translated into FOL formulas and be processed by
standard ATPs for FOL.

KBs represent external sources of information that we
need to ground symbols in our FOL representations. While
CN is a comprehensive resource with a significant amount of
commonsense knowledge, it is far from perfect. In many cases,
the relations we found were irrelevant or simply wrong.10 In
other cases, we were not able to find information on specific
facts or entities (Abox information). For instance, one of
the schemas in the DPR dataset reads “Americans preferred
Obama to McCain because he was younger”. This kind of
information is not contained within CN. Therefore, we plan
to expand our framework to also take into account KBs other
than CN.
Among the numerous KBs, DBpedia [57] and Freebase
[58] represent attractive alternatives. DBpedia is a crowdsourced community effort to extract structured information
from Wikipedia and make this information available on the
Web. Freebase is a large, structured, and collaborative KB
consisting of data mainly gathered by its community members
by harvesting from many sources, including individual, usersubmitted wiki contributions. In both cases, we will have to
import these resources in our graph database and develop
procedures to translate information contained therein into FOL.
To avoid conflicts with the existing CN concepts, we will use
9 http://www.nactem.ac.uk/enju/.
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example of wrong relation would be Causes cook_dinner
hungry, which should be the other way around.
10 An

different namespaces for the two KBs.
Context generation is another procedure that we plan to
improve. Instead of generating one large context by calculating
all the shortest paths up to length lp among all the pairs
of BTs, we could build it iteratively. In fact, by executing
sub-tasks 2 and 3 iteratively, we could start with lp = 1,
run the reasoner and, in case of failure, expand the context
only towards meaningful or promising directions, taking as
suggestion the counterexamples provided by Mace4.
On a different level, Spreading Activation [49] could be an
alternative to the strategy of calculating the shortest paths, as
it was extensively used as a technique in information retrieval
[59].
C. Reasoning
Regarding our third sub-task, the first important improvement will be to complete the translation into FOL of the
remaining types of relations in CN. Among these, dealing with
RelatedTo relations is a challenging problem. In fact, these
relations, which are the second most common ones in CN,
define only a loose coupling between the two concepts, without
explicitly expressing the kind of relation connecting them.
This is rather unfortunate, since they cannot be translated into
FOL in a unique way, as other relations do. Since translating
RelatedTo relations into FOL involves a substantial number
of possible combinations of input, we plan to use a ML-based
approach, such as a classifier, to first translate RelatedTo
relations to more meaningful CN relation types such as IsA
or HasA. Then, we could translate it into FOL using the fixed,
manually defined translations to FOL shown in Table IV.
In the planned approach, the output classes will be constituted by all the relation types in CN except RelatedTo.
The input will be constituted by appropriate representations of
the two concepts in the relation, the weight associated to the
relation, the source dataset, and the surface text. In fact, since
the surface text is not stemmed, it will be possible to analyse
this text with SNLP and infer some relevant properties from
the syntactic parsing to use them as features. Formally, the
input vector vi associated to instance i will be codified as
vi = [c11 ..c1n , c21 ..c2n , h, d, p1 , p2 ]

(1)

where h is the relation weight, d is the source dataset, and px
is the POS tag for concept x as derived by the SNLP parser on
the surface text. d and px can be easily represented numerically
using a look-up table. Differently, cx1 ..cxn are the components
of the vector representation of the English word that points
to a concept in CN. Several approaches were researched in
the literature to express words using numeric, fixed-length
(n) vectorial representations. Among them, GloVe [60] is
particularly attractive because the resulting representations
showcase interesting linear substructures of the word vector
space. In this case, we will simply use the freely available11
vector representation for word x to obtain [cx1 ..cxn ].
To train the classifier we could use the very large set of
relations with types other than RelatedTo already in CN.
After splitting this set into train, test, and validation sets, we
will train the classifier using the same input representation
and as target label the actual relation type found in CN. Were
11 http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/.
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this approach successful, a remarkable by-product will be the
substantial improvement of CN also for different tasks.
Filtering the relations in the context, that is, choosing
which ones to translate into FOL and insert into our list of
assumptions, is another interesting problem that we plan to
tackle using ML. In this case, the output will be binary, that
is, the output classes will represent a decision about whether to
insert a relation in the assumptions list or not. Different sets of
information could constitute the input of the classifier. In the
simplest case, the input vector will be the one described in Eq.
1 concatenated with the relation type t. More comprehensive
input will imply adding to vi (see Eq. 2) also some contextual
information such as the list of BTs (represented as vectors
using GloVe). Formally, the input vector vi associated to
instance i will be codified as
vi = [G(c1 ), G(c2 ), h, d, p1 , p2 , t, G(b1 )..G(bk )]

(2)

where G(w) = [w11 ..w1n ] is the GloVe vector representation
of length n of word w and bi is the i-th of the k BTs. It is worth
noting that in this case we will lose the assumption of fixedlength input, as k changes on a per-schema basis. Therefore,
we will need to use a classifier that is able to handle arbitrary
sequences of input, such as recurrent neural networks [61]. A
simpler alternative will be to limit the BTs included as input
to a fixed-length window containing the first j BTs (or those
more recently added to the list of assumptions) and use, for
instance, a FeedForward Neural Network.
The training of the classifier, however, will be challenging
since a target label will not be immediately available. Actually,
in general, several relevant relations need to be added in FOLform to the list of assumptions before the ATP output changes
and all of them might be needed to solve the schema. A
solution to this problem could be to employ Reinforcement
Learning (RL) [62] to train the classifier. Recently, a Deep
Neural Network trained with RL was able to achieve humanlevel control [63] on the challenging domain of playing classical Atari 2600 games.
To apply RL to the training process of a classifier, it is
necessary to define a reward function that is correlated, at least
in the long run, with the actions performed in an environment
by the software agent, that is, the classifier. In our case, the
environment will be constituted by the input described in Eq. 2
and the actions will correspond to the outcomes of the binary
decision of admitting a CN relation to the list of assumptions.
We could define the reward function as follows. Typically,
without inserting any CN relation, the two expressions that
the ATP tries to prove result false. Let us define these two
expressions as P = Cx , where P and Cx , x ∈ (1, 2) are
the constants representing the target pronoun and the two
candidates, respectively. We can now define a four-valued
reward function as
Fi∈[1,4] = [R1 , R2 ], Rx ∈ (True, False), x ∈ (1, 2),

(3)

where Rx is True if the ATP result is correct for P = Cx
and False otherwise. There are only 4 reward values in our
reward function. Since a potential problem could be its poor
granularity, we could expand the reward function by also
taking into account the output of Mace4.
An alternative approach to RL will imply the ability of the
classifier to provide several output decisions at the same time,

one for each relation in the context subgraph. This learning
model should also be able to take as input the entire context,
which is a (sub-)graph. A model which is able to do this is
called Graph Neural Network (GNN) [64], [65].
GNNs extend existing NNs methods for processing data
represented in a graph domain. The GNN model, which
can directly process acyclic, cyclic, directed, and un-directed
graphs, implements a transduction function τ (G, n) ∈ Rm
that maps a graph G and one of its nodes n into an mdimensional Euclidean space. GNNs are suitable for both
node-focused and graph-focused applications. In node focused
applications, the function τ depends on the node n, so that the
classification depends on the properties of each node [64]. The
intuitive idea underlying the GNN approach is that nodes in a
graph represent objects or concepts, and edges represent their
relationships. Each concept is naturally defined by its features
and the related concepts. Thus, a state xn ∈ Rs is attached to
each node n and is based on the information contained in the
neighbourhood of n. The variable xn contains a representation
of the concept denoted by n and can be used to produce an
output on , i.e., a decision about the concept [64]. Operatively,
GNNs use and train two Feed Forward NNs, one to calculate
xn and the other to calculate on .
GNNs could represent the most appropriate model for the
task of filtering the context, and ultimately making a decision
about what information is relevant for a schema, as they can
deal with most types of information, explicit and implicit, that
we have in the context. Individual features will be encoded as
explained so far. However, as we are interested in making a
decision for each edge in the graph and not for each node, we
will have to take as input the line graph [66] of our context
graph. Finally, before introducing GNNs in our framework, we
will have to carry out a careful analysis of the computational
cost involved, especially considering the significant size of the
context we have to deal with, which can reach thousands of
relations.
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